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in 2010, david was named group president, global consumer services group, leading the companys consumer and small business businesses across the globe and overseeing the organization of its portfolio of consumer and small business services and credit card products
into global consumer services and global corporate services. in 2011, david was named executive vice president, global corporate services, as well as a member of the companys executive committee. david previously served as executive vice president, global corporate

services from february 2012 until june 2013. from july 2005 to february 2010, he led the network and transaction services business, operating in north america, latin america and europe. prior to this role, he served as president of the world brands group and was responsible
for the companys worldwide marketing and consulting services. david also worked at american express in various senior marketing and operations roles including vice president of corporate marketing from 1990 to 1993 and vice president of commercial cards. a member of

the american express corporate and global leadership teams, david has more than 25 years of experience in financial services, marketing and operations. he holds several patents in the field of communications technology. david has an mba from the kellogg school of
management and is a graduate of the senior executive management program at the stanford graduate school of business. he is on the board of directors of several companies, including travelport and hatley communications. he previously served on the board of infosys.
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node.js is a great alternative to express, but it is also a powerful server-side runtime. it uses google chrome's v8 javascript engine that means it is ideal for running node.js and you can use the node.js runtime as a service to run your websites and apps. node.js is capable of
handling high traffic in lower data centers. express is a framework, a server-side runtime environment for developing web applications in node.js. and it covers a lot of the basics you would need in order to create a server-side application. and in the version of express we’re

using, it had already been transformed into a framework. we chose not to include it because we felt that would dilute the message somewhat and create confusion for people, because express is very new and very much built as a framework from the ground up. this is a
public service and while express is quite powerful, there is a reason that if you want to have a full web application, you would use a framework. express is great for creating web applications. however, if you want to build a rest api, you’ll probably find yourself falling back to
node.js, because you can’t use express to build your rest api if that’s what you want to do. the good news is that the skillset is portable. regardless of the framework you choose, you still need to know javascript and understanding how to manage the request response cycle
in node.js, which is what express is based on. to create a request/response cycle, you create a module, one that contains a route, which is a function that decides the response. the route function takes a request object as an argument, and it returns an object that includes

the response. you then pass that object to the response. the response also takes a status argument, which indicates the result of the request. you can format the response using the status object and the response.text() method. 5ec8ef588b
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